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U R B A N  E D I T I O N



A luxury van for the most 
demanding travellers

Expressive and exclusive – this is what the Sprinter 

Urban by Carlex Design is like. The Urban Edition 

has been made to impress with its unique exterior 

styling and to provide maximum comfort and 

sense of luxury with a new and elegant interior. 

Each Urban Edition vehicle features a Limited 

Edition plaque with an individual number. 





Body kit 

The Urban Edition comprises a brand new and stylish 

exterior conversion pack: a front bumper, side sills, and 

styling stickers. 

FRONT BUMPER

SIDE SILLS









Interior

The Urban Edition interior has been totally remade to 

meet the needs of the most demanding customers. It 

has been padded with top quality nappa leather and 

decorated with inserts and embossed motifs. The he-

adlining has been trimmed with Alcantara® and features 

subtle ambient lights. 



A spot of sporty elegance

The driver’s cabin is both sporty and lavish thanks to 

the reshaped seats trimmed with black plain and per-

forated leather.

(option) 





Steering wheel

The new shape of the Urban Edition steering wheel 

and its stylish leather cover make the driving experi-

ence a real pleasure. 



Exclusive and custom-made

The passenger area is an absolutely unique element of the Urban Edition. 

It features Carlex Design Bus Floor System, which allows for the change 

of the van passenger area into a lavish and comfortable interior, perfectly 

adjusted to the customer’s needs. Our versatile system comprises a 

state-of-the art floor padded with carpet, enabling for numerous set-ups 

of seats and tables, luxury leather-trimmed Carlex Design seats, and a table 

with independently folded counters. It will all make passengers feel cosy 

and comfortable. 





Carlex Design passenger seats

The lush and plush passenger area has been equipped with 

chic and comfortable seats trimmed with leather and deco-

rated with embossed motifs. They have a backrest adjustment 

system, comfortable armrests, a revolving base, and a con-

venient slide system of the seats in the rails along the floor. 

They will make even the longest journeys really enjoyable. 





Sprinter Urban Package

/ Body kit
front bumper, side sill covers, grille mesh set

/ Styling package

/ Carlex Design upholstery 
driver’s seat upholstery, passenger seat upholstery

/ Bespoke revolving seats for passenger compartment X1 (4 pcs.) 

/ Folding table

/ Composite floor with rails and carpet (Basic version)
possibility of fitting two X1 seats and a table in a row

/ Headlining trimmed with Alcantara®

/ Limited Edition plaque

Optional interior components

/ Reshaping and leather-trimming of the steering wheel

/ Styled meter dials

/ Carlex Design upholstery
driver’s seat + 2-person bench

/ Front seats reshaping – Sport version
driver’s seat + passenger seat

/ Additional revolving seats for passenger compartment X1

/ Composite floor with rails and carpet (Basic+ version)
extra option: possibility of fitting three extra X1 seats in a row

/ Composite floor with rails and carpet (Extended version)
extra option: possibility of fitting three extra X1 seats in a row; possibility 
to fit a folding bench; extended rails to the cargo space

/ Additional folding table

/ Ambient LED lights (headlining)

Optional wheels

/ 18” TSW Mandrus Atlas alloy rims (4 pcs.) 

/ Continental 255/55R18 120R VanContact tyres (4 pcs.) 

/ Set of original tyre pressure sensors (4 pcs.) 

/ Tyre repair kit (compressor + sealant) 
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